
Mitsubishi Electric MJ Series Dehumidifiers

“	Recommend paying for the best and stuff the rest 

if you want a dehumidifier that will stand by you 

till death do apart...really it has been on the go 

constantly and keeping my very damp sandstone 

cottage dry and lovely...no peeling walls or creaking 

bones and mouldy clothes.  Just wonderful and 

definitely more useful than a husband!.”
Customer quote taken from the Meaco website

It was the late 1990’s when Mitsubishi Electric appointed Meaco 

as their agents for all UK sales and servicing of their range of 

dehumidifiers, a relationship that continues to this day.  The superior 

quality of these Japanese designed and manufactured dehumidifiers 

has helped to build Meaco’s reputation and influence the quality 

standards that Meaco use on their own brand dehumidifiers.

There are two models in the Mitsubishi Electric range, both of which 

extract 16 litres of moisture per day at optimum conditions. Both 

models benefit from having the air come into the front of the unit and 

out through the top which means that they can be positioned directly up 

against the wall. The water tank is again at the front of the dehumidifier 

making it very easy to remove the container for emptying.

The top of the range VX model shares all of the same features of the 

V but also benefits from an automated swing lourve which helps to 

speed up the drying of laundry, a digital display that shows the current 

room relative humidity and gives a greater degree of control with the 

variable humidistat. A child lock, near HEPA filter and a mildew guard 

function complete the feature set.

Both of the machines can be used for just about any domestic 

applications and the VX model is very popular with museums and 

archives because of it’s variable humidistat.

What really makes these dehumidifiers stand out is their build quality, 

energy efficiency, low noise level, slim design, the ability to stand 

them right up against a wall and the wealth of features.

There is nothing else available like the Mitsubishi Electric dehumidifiers 

and they deserve their position as the defining dehumidifiers in the 

UK market.

4  16 litres capacity at all temperatures

4  Mitsubishi Electric ‘Easy Dehumidfying’ system

4  Unique ‘Drying Inside’ feature to prevent mould 
build up

4  Covered tank

4  Hot Gas Defrost for enhanced low temperature 
performance

4  Mitsubishi Electric exceptional build quality

4  Probably the quietest compressor dehumidifiers 
available

4  Can be positioned right up against a wall
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For more information on the full product range and for help in selecting the correct dehumidifier, call 
free call 0500 418458 and talk to one of our experts

“We are very proud to be Mitsubishi Electric agents for the UK and these dehumidifiers have been a joy to sell over the years because 

they just never seem to go wrong!  The VX model is the more popular of the two because the extra features that it offers are really worth 

the money.  Whatever application you have for a domestic dehumidifier whether it be in a flat, a large home, a boat or a garage you will 

not go far wrong with either of these.”
Chris Michael – Director and Co-Founder of Meaco (U.K.) Limited with over 20 years experience in dehumidification.

Model MJE16V-E1 MJE16VX-E1

Suitable for drying  
an air volume of 

4/5 bedrooms 4/5 bedrooms

Dehumidifying capacity 16 litres/day (at 30°C and 80%rh)

Humidistat Yes, electronic Fully adjustable digital humidistat

Electronic controls Yes Yes with digital display

Air Filter Yes - dust filter Yes - longlife near HEPA filter

Fan Speeds Two, proportionally controlled

Continuous drainage option Yes

Timer Yes - Up to 8 hours Yes - on and off timer

Water container capacity 3.8 litres

Sound pressure level 37 to 41dBA - every 6 decibels is a doubly of noise

Operating range 1 - 40°C

Power supply 220 - 240V/50Hz

Power consumption 275 watts

Compressor type Rotary

Refrigerant type / charge R134a/120g

Automatic defrost Hot gas defrost for more efficient perfomance at low temperatures

Dimensions (w x d x h) 384 x 183 x 570mm

Net weight 11.7Kg

Gross weight 12.8Kg


